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Abstract - In today’s era computer is the basic need of everyone. Everyone use computer for its own purpose. But no
one is aware about the harmful impacts of the use of computer on environment. Most of the CO 2 emission is produced
through the heat generated by computer and its devices. The energy consumption by various computing devices is also
plays a main role towards our harmful environment. This research paper analyzes the factors related to awareness of
green computing among common man. It also includes a survey questionnaire which takes all the factors into account
and before starting actual survey a pilot study for this questionnaire was done which confirm its acceptance.
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I.
Introduction
Green computing is the study of environmental sustainable computing. It is the study and practice of designing,
manufacturing, using, and disposing of computers efficiently and effectively with minimal or no impact on the
environment. The goal of green computing is to reduce the use of hazardous material and save our environment from its
harmful impacts. CO2 emission also plays a big role to affect our environment and most of CO 2 emission is produced
through the use of computer and its devices. Although computer is the basic need of every common man and they have to
use it for time saving and to reduce human labour, but they also need to aware about its harmful impacts on our
environment. In this research paper we take various factors related to the awareness of green computing also to check the
every common man’s knowledge about green computing and initiatives towards green computing taken through
computer manufacturers and also taken by a common man.
II.
Factor Categories
This questionnaire considers all the factors related to term green computing, its benefits and the initiatives of
computer manufacturers and of common man towards green computing. All these factors are taken according to their
suitable priority. It includes major factors and all these factors are taken as questions which can be answered in yes, no or
don’t know according to which we can easily consider the benefits and awareness of green computing towards common
man so they can use their computer and its devices which are more sustainable to our environment and take some efforts
to save our environment form the harmful impacts of CO 2 emission and hazardous material.
III.
Classifiers
According to the factors in the questionnaire the respondents can be classified in broad four classifiers, those are
following.
A. Students
B. Employees
C. Employers
D. Common man
IV.
Category Factor Variables
General terms
V1 (Do you use computer?)
V2 (Do you have laptop?)
V3 (Do you have desktop?)
V4 (Have you more than one computer?)
V5 (Do you use screensavers on your computer?)
V6 (Are you are using computer from a long time?)
V7 (Are you are using computer more than 5 hour per day?)
V8 (Have you lesser printer?)
V9 (Have you inkjet printer?)
V10 (Do you ever use other computing devices such as printer and scanner?)
Awareness
V11 (Do you care about environment?)
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V12 (Do you know about the term green computing?)
V13 (Do you know about the benefits of green computing?)
V14 (Do you turn off your computer when it is not in use?)
V15 (Do you know about the harmful impact of use of computers?)
V16 (Do you know about energy star program?)
V17 (Do you know about energy efficient products?)
V18 (Do you know about carbon emission (CO2) generated by computers and its devices?)
V19 (Do you know CO2 emission cause impact on our environment like acid rain, global warming?)
V20 (Do you know about operating systems that consume less energy?)
V21 (Have you ever use Linux operating system?)
V22 (Do you know which search engine consumes less energy?)
V23 (Are you aware about the companies’ initiatives toward green computing?)
V24 (Do you know which manufacturer’s product is more sustainable to our environment?)
V25 (Do you know about e-waste generated from computing equipment?)
V26 (Have you ever seen or heard about any campaign about green computing?)
V27 (Telecommuting is a way companies can make their office greener?)
V28 (Green computing equipment is so expensive so that small business cannot afford it.)
Recycling and disposing
V29 (Do you know about disposing of computers and its devices?)
V30 (Do you know about formal and informal disposing?)
V31 (Do you know about the recycling of the computers?)
V32 (Do you ever recycle any computing device?)
Energy Consumption
V33 (When you purchase new electronic device do you consider energy star logo?)
V34 (You have any product with energy star logo?)
V35 (You are doing efforts to saving energy at home?)
V36 (You always consider about cost while purchasing product?)
V37 (Can you save a lot of money by using green computing?)
V38 (Is Laptop consumes less energy than desktops?)
V39 (Is Inkjet printer more sustainable to environment than lesser jet?)
V40 (Does Screen saver save energy when computer is idle?)
V41 (Is Linux a less energy consuming operating systems?)
V42 (Constantly shutting down and restarting your computer during the day would consume more energy than just
leaving it running.)
Disposing and recycling
V43 (Have you ever disposed any computing devices?)
V44 (Is informal disposing harmful?)
V45 (Is Formal disposing costly?)
V46 (Is Formal disposing sustainable to our environment?)
V47 (Recycling printer cartridge is greener than refilling them.)
V48 (Do you know there is less no. of plants for formal disposing in our country?)
V49 (Recycling any computer storage devices is a bad idea, because the data on them can be used by unscrupulous
people?)
E- waste
V50 (Is there any computer manufacturer that takes any initiatives to reduce e-waste?)
V51 (It is better to use your computing equipment as long as possible ,to keep it from becoming e-waste?)
V.
Conclusion
Green computing is the study and practice of designing, use and disposing of computer and its devices with no and
minimal impacts on our environment. Today awareness about the benefits of green computing and the use of
environmentally sustainable products is must to aware the common man about the present state of our environment and
to save it from the harmful impacts of CO2 emission. This questionnaire includes the various factors that help to aware
the common man about the benefits of green computing towards sustainable environment. These factors must be
considered to force the user to use environmentally sustainable products and also take efforts towards green environment
as much as possible. According to the survey results the priority of factor variables can be set and actions must be taken
accordingly.
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Annexure
A questionnaire on survey of Green Computing
Please take few minutes to fill out the survey. We welcome your feedback and your answer will be kept confidential.
Two Options Variables
Statements
Yes
No
V1(Do you use computer?)
V2(Do you have laptop?)
V3(Do you have desktop?)
V4(Have you more than one computer?)
V5(Do you use screensavers on your computer?)
V6(Are you are using computer from a long time?)
V7(Are you are using computer more than 5 hour per day?)
V8(Have you lesser printer?)
V9(Have you inkjet printer?)
V10(Do you ever use other computing devices such as printer and scanner?)
V11(Do you care about environment?)
V12(Do you know about the term green computing?)
V13(Do you know about the benefits of green computing?)
V14(Do you turn off your computer when it is not in use?)
V15(Do you know about the harmful impact of use of computers?)
V16(Do you know about energy star program?)
V17(Do you know about energy efficient products?)
V18(Do you know about carbon emission (CO 2) generated by computers and
its devices?)
V19(Do you know CO2 emission cause impact on our environment like acid
rain, global warming?)
V20(Do you know about operating systems that consume less energy?)
V21(Have you ever use Linux operating system?)
V22(Do you know which search engine consumes less energy?)
V23(Are you aware about the companies’ initiatives toward green computing?)
V24(Do you know which manufacturer’s product is more sustainable to our
environment?)
V25(Do you know about e-waste generated from computing equipment?)
V26(Have you ever seen or heard about any campaign about green
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computing?)
V27(Telecommuting is a way companies can make their office greener?)
V28(Green computing equipment is so expensive so that small business cannot
afford it.)
V29(Do you know about disposing of computers and its devices?)
V30(Do you know about formal and informal disposing?)
V31(Do you know about the recycling of the computers?)
Three Options Variables
Statements
Yes
No
Don’t Know
V32(Do you ever recycle any computing device?)
V33(When you purchase new electronic device do you consider energy star
logo?)
V34(You have any product with energy star logo?)
V35(You are doing efforts to saving energy at home?)
V36(You always consider about cost while purchasing product?)
V37(Can you save a lot of money by using green computing?)
V38(Is Laptop consumes less energy than desktops?)
V39(Is Inkjet printer more sustainable to environment than lesser jet?)
V40(Does Screen saver save energy when computer is idle?)
V41 (Is Linux a less energy consuming operating systems?)
V42 (Constantly shutting down and restarting your computer during the day
would consume more energy than just leaving it running.)
V43 (Have you ever disposed any computing devices?)
V44 (Is informal disposing harmful?)
V45(Is Formal disposing costly?)
V46 (Is Formal disposing sustainable to our environment?)
V47 (Recycling printer cartridge is greener than refilling them.)
V48 (Do you know there is less no. of plants for formal disposing in our
country?)
V49 (Recycling any computer storage devices is a bad idea ,because the data
on them can be used by unscrupulous people?)
V50 (Is there any computer manufacturer that takes any initiatives to reduce ewaste?)
V51 (It is better to use your computing equipment as long as possible, to keep
it from becoming e-waste?)
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